


WE ARE SONIC BRANDING EXPERTS.

WE DESIGN AND CREATE AWESOME AUDIO
FOR BRANDS THAT ROCK.

LEARN MORE ABOUT OUR WORK AND PASSION 
IN OUR CREDENTIALS.



THE AUDIO PEOPLE
We develop, produce, distribute and manage sound, music and voice for brands.
And ensure that messages and content is heard at all touchpoints. During the customer journey 
and beyond. We make sure that brands are recognized. Even with closed eyes.

We´ve been dedicating ourselves to the field of audio for over 15 years. With our roots in the 
music- and entertainment industry and as one of the very early movers in audio PR, we sucess-
fully enhance experiences at all sonic touchpoints. We ensure that brand messages not only 
get heard, but eventually reach all listeners.

Audio is complex.
We take a look from each angle and consider audio communication in interaction with existing 
strategies, campaigns or pre-existing content. And dissolve comprehensively.
At the end of the day, this is the only way we achieve outstanding results.

We only offer our services when we are conviced that we can create added value.
For our clients as well as their consumers.

We believe in making a difference.



Hearing is the most differentiated of our five senses. Even before we are born, we can pick 
up voices. Our hearing works hard as long as we life and our ears continuously provide us 
with information. 24 hours a day, seven days a week. 
Whether we are warned of impending dangers or our favorite music moves us to tears. 
Hearing is always directed towards our emotions.

Successful brands rely on audio. The way to the heart of the consumer, starts at their 
ears. And the fact that audio does work, is not only demonstrated by the consistently high 
acceptance of radio. But also the renaissance of podcasts, smart speakers and social 
audio of course.

The advancing digitization leads to a fragmented media usage. Users decide on the con-
tent they consume. How, where and when lays in the hands of the customer.

Brands have to think like broadcasters. Therewith sustainable audio communication is 
complex and should not be left to chance. Eventually you can‘t not communicate.
This is especially true for audio. 

You might be able to close your eyes, but you can‘t close your ears.

LISTEN! IT´S AMAZING 
WHAT YOU CAN HEAR! 



WHAT WE DO

Full-Service in Sonic Branding.

We base our service on a very simple process:
To know how you sound, we need to know who you are.

Accompanied by data-driven research and manual
analytics, we prepare the way for optimal and
sustainable sound strategies.

After a detailed analysis, we create guidelines for the optimal sound 
concept and develop, produce and adapt the perfect sound for the 
brand.
Sonic branding always is a dynamic process.

The various sonic assets are implemented at all relevant touchpo-
ints. And ccoordinated with the marketing and brand strategists of 
our clients, of course. 

And here it is still important to strike the right note.
Because here we ultimately reach the people 
bringing brands to life:

The consumers.

SONIC LOGOS
SONIC IDENTITIES
EXPERIENTIAL AUDIO
SOUNDSCAPES
MUSIC COMPOSITION
MUSIC LICENSING
UX SOUND DESIGN
PODCASTS & AUDIO PR



CUSTOMER FIRST!
The acoustic perception of brands take place across numerous sonic touch-
points. Whether the point of sale or on the phone. During exhibitions or bran-
ded events. If brands are heard, brands are also experienced.

And this is especially true nowadays. At all digital touchpoints.
If brands communicate in a digital world, sonic branding should always be 
part of the process.

Our services are always based on the respective sonic touchpoints. 

Because it‘s not just about being heard.
But to be noticed.
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But always for the consumer. 
Our work is successful when touchpoints turn into brand hotspot. When customers are fans. Our clients include professionals from the areas of public relations, marketing and branding. 
From global brands or medium-sized companies to start-ups and top celebrities from the international music and entertainment business.

Well over 100 clients trust KIRMES when it comes to audio communication so far. 
We‘d love you to be one of them.

ON BEHALF OF OUR CLIENTS.



Feel free to contact us anytime.
You ́re in Cologne on business or just visiting? Even better.

We would be happy to personally introduce you to the world of sonic branding and 
of course show you around the fabulous city of Cologne. Koelsch* included.
Get in touch: 

KIRMES GmbH & Co. KG
Im Mediapark 6
50670 Köln

M  kontakt@kirmes.com
T  +49 221 57 96 38 80

*Koelsch is a local beer with a long lasting tradition...and usually it‘s more than one.

QUESTIONS?
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